PIONEER TRAILS
2018 CAMPING CONTEST ENTRY FORM

Troop/Crew #: _____________________  SPL Name: _____________________

Date of event: _____________  Scoutmaster Name: ____________________

Event: □ Camping  □ District Event  □ Overnight District Event  □ Summer Camp

(Check One Only)

□ Camp W/ Another Troop (Troop #: _______)
(SPL Name: ________________)

□ Camp with a Pack (Pack #: _______)
(Cubmaster Name: ________________)

Nights Camped: ___________________  Number of scouts attending: ____________________

On my HONOR, I affirm the above statement is a true and correct record of our recent event.

__________________________________  SPL Signature  SPL Name  Date

For Judges Use Only

Judge One score: ____________________  Judges initials: _____  Date:___________

Judge Two score: ____________________  Judges initials: _____  Date:___________

Judge Three score: _________________  Judges initials: _____  Date:___________

Send completed entry form electronically to foster.ronn@gmail.com or turn in to Ronn Foster (Camping Chair) at any Round Table. Last day to turn in entry forms will be the November 2018 Round Table.